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ABSTRACT 

Impact craters are among the most widely studied features in the field of planetary science. Impact crater 

formation is a fundamental geological process which plays a significant role in understanding the evolution 

of the planets. Some of the previous research works used image data for detection of craters and threw 

light on the limitations of using them for crater detection. Hence, digital elevation models (DEM) which 

are the fundamental descriptors of planetary surface are being used. With the availability of high resolution 

digital topographic data over Mars and Moon in the recent years, the importance of developing DEM 

based crater detection algorithms is continuously gaining popularity. In this work, a satellite-derived digital 

topography based crater boundary detection algorithm has been developed. This algorithm uses DEM and 

slope derived from the DEM for extracting the precise crater boundary and also uses moment measure 

technique for computation of shape and size attributes of the crater. The crater tool, histogram based 

segmentation and marker controlled watershed segmentation have been applied on High Resolution 

Stereo Camera (HRSC) Mars express data for delineating the precise boundaries of the craters. Crater tool 

is a semi-automated technique used nowadays by researchers for extracting the circular crater boundaries. 

Histogram based segmentation method is based on the histogram showing frequency distribution of 

terrain height. A histogram with two dominant modes i.e., the values with the largest probability of 

occurrence is called a bimodal histogram. The break points of the bimodal histogram are used for deciding 

the threshold value, such that the impact crater is grouped as one foreground object and background as 

another object. The watershed transformation is applied on the gray scale image for performing 

segmentation. The gray scale images can be considered as topographic surfaces and the intensity of a pixel 

is regarded as the height of the pixel. The marker controlled watershed segmentation uses the concept of 

connected components for creating the markers inside and outside the craters for segmenting the objects. 

The objects are segmented based on the number of markers created. Once the crater boundary is detected, 

the moment measure technique is used for reconstructing the best fit boundary and estimating the crater 

attributes by using the delineated crater boundaries representing the shape of the crater. The algorithm 

developed has been applied to the terrestrial crater for testing its portability. The Lonar crater, India is 

particularly chosen for this work because it is the only terrestrial crater in basalt and has the best preserved 

rim which makes it analogous to the planetary craters (Mars and Moon). The algorithm delineates the 

precise boundaries of the Martian craters and the terrestrial crater. The estimated crater attributes have 

been assessed using the reference data of Mars (MA130301 GT catalogue) and ground reference data for 

the terrestrial crater for stating the significance and efficiency of the attributes measured by moment 

measures. The diameter derived from moment measure technique closely matched with that of the 

reference catalogue of Mars. The accuracy assessment of the boundaries delineated for the Lonar crater 

using the above mentioned segmentation techniques has been done by making a comparison with the 

original crater boundary obtained from the ground reference data (Ground Control Points, GCPs). From 

the results obtained using the developed algorithm on the DEMs of both Martian and Lonar Craters, the 

marker controlled watershed segmentation has proved to be more efficient with respect to the reference 

data. However, the algorithm when applied on slope data also gives good results with marker controlled 

watershed segmentation.  

 

Keywords: Impact craters, crater boundary delineation, crater attributes, crater tool, DEM.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivation and Problem Statement 

In planetary science, impact craters are among the most widely studied features. These are the structures 

formed by the impact of high velocity meteorites or asteroids over the planetary surface and huge amount 

of energy exchange is involved in this process. Crater formation is a complex process which cannot be 

duplicated in laboratory and predictions cannot be made with confidence as no such structure has been 

formed on earth during recorded human history. Most of our knowledge about impact craters has come 

from theoretical or experimental studies or geological studies of large terrestrial craters which are very 

limited [1]. After the advent of and advances in space exploration techniques it has been possible to study 

impact crater formation on other planetary surfaces. Impact crater formation is a fundamental geological 

process which plays a significant role in understanding the evolution of the planets. Detailed analysis of 

crater attributes like shape and size of the craters and other morphological parameters like slope, aspect 

etc. can bring forth wealth of information, which can resolve many outstanding issues in planetary science 

[2]. 

Previous studies in the field of crater detection largely engaged in the development of methods for 

automatic detection of craters from images [3]. The image-based crater detection approaches primarily rely 

on pattern recognition techniques for identifying crater rims in an image as circular or elliptical features 

[4][5][6][7]. The original image is preprocessed to enhance the edges of the rims and subsequently 

detection is achieved by using Hough Transform (HT) [8], genetic algorithm [6], or radial consistency 

algorithm [9]. The image based crater detection approaches must be optimized by combining supervised 

and unsupervised algorithms to improve the detection rate. But, in spite of such complicated, multi-step 

sophistications, image based algorithms are found to produce limited success over planetary surface 

because the image data is suitable for human visual interpretation and are skewed representations of the 

landscape they portray [3]. Image-based crater detection algorithms have inherent limitations on the 

visibility of the craters as a function of quality of the images and depend on the factors namely 

illumination, surface properties and atmospheric state. One of the main limitations of running the crater 

detection algorithms on images is the presence of shadows on the image which depends on the 

illumination factor. When the impact craters are imaged from an orbit, they show a roughly circular shape. 

Their contours are marked topographically by elevated rims thus producing shadows. The algorithm 

considers these dark regions as indicators of probable craters which are a serious source of error in the 

process [10].The images are often corrupted by different types of noise or distortions. Due to this 

problem with the acquired image, the set of features that characterize the craters to be investigated can be 

defined only in an approximated way [11].  

On the other hand digital elevation models (DEM) are fundamental descriptors of planetary surface and 

are suitable for a quantitative analysis and for automated identification of craters. Crater detection from 

digital topography is, in principle, much easier than detecting them from imagery data, because craters are 

landforms that can be defined by terrain morphometric attributes calculated from the DEM [3]. Moreover, 

with the availability of high resolution digital topographic data over Mars and Moon in the recent years, 

the importance for developing DEM based crater detection algorithms is continuously gaining 

significance.  

Craters are the most common features on many planets and moons. The planet Mars, like other planets, is 

covered with impact craters. Mars is covered with hundreds of thousands of craters. This planet is closer 

to the asteroid belt than Earth because of which it is more prone to being hit by objects from that region. 

Mars is characterized by different crater shapes according to their ejecta structures and interior 
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morphologies. Also, there is a simple-complex transition from the smallest craters toward the largest 

multiring impact craters [12].This distinguishable feature of Mars has led to more research work on crater 

investigations. Craters on Mars often represent complex structures due to overprinting of denudational 

processes mainly by volcanism, wind and water other than impact cratering. Some of the craters are 

degraded so much so that they are barely distinguishable in imagery data based on the differences in image 

brightness of background area. On the other hand, digital topography can facilitate detection of such 

craters using the terrain derivatives. Also, the morphology of the craters, which helps to reveal the impact 

process and characteristics of the impact craters, can be deciphered directly and with much better 

authenticity from topographic information than image information. Moreover, high resolution digital 

topography of the Martian surface is available for experimentation. Based on the aforementioned 

arguments, the development of the crater detection algorithm is proposed using the digital topography of 

the Martian surface available from Mars express high resolution stereo camera (HRSC) data. From the 

DEM, morphometric derivatives have been produced. Subsequently digital topography and terrain 

derivatives have been used not only to detect the craters but also to delineate the precise boundaries based 

on different segmentation techniques.  From the elevation data, crater areas were detected using a region 

based segmentation technique which considers the intensity of a pixel as the height of that pixel. Using 

this height information the image is partitioned into clusters of similar pixel values and the region of 

interest has been extracted. The local fitting of the curve followed by the computation of shape and size 

attributes of the crater by using moment measure technique has been done.  

In the present project, it is proposed to work on Martian impact craters where satellite-derived high 

resolution DEMs, generated by optical stereoscopy, has been used for detecting the outline of the impact 

craters. The slope derived from the DEM has also been used for extracting the crater outlines. The 

outlines of the impact craters are largely degraded and irregular in shape due to rigorous weathering and 

erosion processes by the physical agents namely volcano, wind, water and differential thermal heating. 

Reconstruction of the best-fit ellipse representing the original crater outline and retrieval of shape and size 

attributes from it is therefore necessary for identifying and characterizing the crater. The developed crater 

detection algorithm is then tested on selected terrestrial crater i.e. Lonar Crater, India to evaluate the 

efficiency and portability from the planetary craters to the terrestrial ones. The Lonar carter is particularly 

chosen for this work because it is the only terrestrial crater in basalt which makes it analogous to the 

planetary craters (Mars and Moon). It is one of the youngest and best preserved impact craters with 

distinct geomorphic characteristics like well defined crater rim, ejecta blanket etc [13], thus showing its 

importance for impact crater studies. The proposed crater detection algorithm can help in overcoming the 

challenges like the range of crater sizes, degradation degrees, overlapping geometries and reducing the 

issues of false detections. 

1.2. Impact Craters 

The impact crater is a term which is used to designate a hypervelocity impact, i.e. the large and coherent 

cosmic projectile (relatively large >50 m in diameter for a stony object and >20 m for a more coherent 

iron one) penetrating the planet's atmosphere to strike the ground at virtually its cosmic speed i.e. greater 

than 11 km/s thus causing the formation of impact structures [14]. The impact structure is formed at an 

instant that a cosmic object strikes the ground surface at a velocity greater than the speed of sound in the 

target rocks. The crater is formed by the intense, transient, high pressure shock waves which are generated 

at the point of impact and it radiates outward at a velocity of 20 km/s through the target rock [14]. 

 

The impact crater formation process can be divided into three stages viz. contact and compression, 

excavation and modification. Each stage is dominated by different forces and mechanisms. The size, 

structure and the properties of the target rocks affect the extent to which the transient crater is altered 

during the modification. Collapse of the upper wall of the transient craters alters the shape of the crater. 

The large impact crater modification stage involves structural changes such as uplift of the central part of 
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the floor and peripheral collapse around the rim. Three distinct types of impact craters are formed based 

on the extent of the modifications done on the transient crater [14]. 

1.2.1. Simple Crater 

The simple structure forms as bowl shaped depressions less than a few kilometres across. A simple crater 

evolves from the modified transient crater with only minor collapse of the steep upper walls into the 

crater. The redeposition of ejected material in the crater results in an increase in diameter upto 205 km 

whereas the depth remains unchanged. 

1.2.2. Complex Crater  

The complex impact craters are large structures having a complicated and different form. The centrally 

uplifted region, flat floor and extensive inward collapse around the rim are most general characteristics of 

the complex craters. The complex craters that are formed by larger impact events release sufficient 

amount of energy. This energy can overcome the strength of the target rocks of large volume beneath the 

large transient crater. This result in modifications that occur at a later stage which involve complex 

interaction between shock-wave effects, gravity, and the strength and structure of the target rocks, and the 

modification is characterized by outward, inward, and upward movements of large volumes of the 

subcrater rocks. 

 

Figure 1.1 Simple and Complex Type of Impact Craters, [15] 

1.2.3. Multiring Craters 

In contrast to large impacts and small impacts, multiring structure seems to be a very large geological 

bulls-eye, made up of multiple concentric uplifted rings and ring grabens. The structures that have two or 

more interior rings with the outer rim of the crater forms multiring basins. 

 

At the end of crater formation process, the simple or complex structure deformed by subcrater rocks are 

covered by an ejecta spread or blanket outside the crater and with crater fill deposits inside the crater [14].  
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1.3. Research Identification  

1.3.1. Research Objective 

The main objective of the present study is the development of a satellite-derived digital topography based 

crater boundary detection algorithm and computation of shape and size attributes. 

 

1.3.2. Sub-objectives  

 To detect crater and to precisely delineate crater boundary from digital topography by image 

segmentation techniques. 

 To assess the utility of terrain derivatives over digital topography alone (if any) for crater 

boundary detection. 

 To retrieve the most-likely original crater boundary and to compute its attributes by moment 

measure technique.    

 To test the portability of the newly derived crater detection algorithm on the terrestrial craters 

chosen for this study as test site. 

 To understand the utility of the crater attributes (e.g., shape, size and orientation) for 

understanding the nature impact.   

 

1.3.3. Research Questions 

For the fulfilment of objectives, present study aims at answering the following questions 

 

 How far digital topography is useful for crater boundary detection? 

 What are the most useful terrain derivatives in addition to digital topography for delineating the 

crater boundary? 

 How useful is Moment Measure Technique for reconstruction of original crater boundary and 

computation of the shape, size and orientation attributes of the crater? 

 How applicable and portable is the newly developed crater detection algorithm to test its 

functionality on the terrestrial craters? 

1.4. Research Setup 

The methodology adopted to fulfil the desired objectives is carried out in six phases, as shown in Figure 

1.2.  Estimation of terrain derivatives, Image segmentation, Attribute measurements, Reconstruction of 

the best fit circle or ellipse, Accuracy Assessment of the Crater Boundary Detection, Portability test of the 

Crater Detection Algorithm Developed are the different steps performed for fulfilling the objectives of 

this research work. 

1.4.1. Phase 1: Estimation of Terrain Derivatives 

The digital elevation models have been used to obtain terrain derivatives for terrain analysis in this phase. 

The terrain derivative slope is useful for the development of the algorithm and for identification of the 

crater boundaries.  
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1.4.2. Phase 2: Image Segmentation 

The height data and the terrain derivatives have been used for the detection and delineation of the impact 

crater boundaries using different image segmentation techniques. The result is used as an input in the next 

phase. 

1.4.3. Phase 3: Attribute Measurements and Reconstruction of the Best Fit Ellipse 

Once the region of interest in the image i.e. the craters have been detected, the moment measure 

technique has been applied on the extracted crater objects for the reconstruction of the best fit ellipse and 

to derive the crater attributes. 

1.4.4. Phase 5: Accuracy assessment of the Craters Boundaries Detected 

The quantitative quality assessment of the crater detection algorithm developed in this research has been 

done using the reference crater catalogue for Martian craters and ground truths for the terrestrial impact 

crater.  

1.4.5. Phase 6: Portability Test of the Crater Detection Algorithm Developed 

The transferability of the developed algorithm has been tested on the terrestrial crater. 
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Figure 1.2 Flow of the Research Work 
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1.5. Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis has been organised into six chapters. The first chapter is Introduction which gives an overview 

of the basic concepts used in this research work and the research identification. The second chapter is 

Literature Review of the research done for understanding the topics related and relevant to this research 

work. The third chapter is dedicated to the details of the complete Methodology. Fourth chapter gives 

information about the Study Area and the Datasets used in this research. The fifth chapter explains and 

discusses all the Results obtained in this research. Finally the sixth chapter discusses the Conclusions and 

future Recommendations.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

With the advent of space science explorations, the outer space image acquisition techniques progressed  

making the accessibility of large amount of planetary data sets easier [16]. Statistical studies of impact 

craters are an important resource for the retrieval of information about geological history of different 

planets. Impact crater detection algorithms need substantial human resources when implemented manually, 

therefore there is a need to investigate automated crater detection algorithms. Impact crater databases 

using the crater detection algorithms are developed to extract information about the colliding cosmic 

bodies which help geologists to inspect hydrological processes and climatic information about the planet 

under consideration. 

 

Impact craters have attracted a lot of attention in the scientific community and hence form a major 

research element. ―Why are scientists interested on the study of impact craters‖ is the question that arises 

next. There exists a lot of evidence that supports the idea that a large impact crater led to the extinction of 

the giant creatures Dinosaurs 65 million years ago. This disastrous effect provoked the scientists to study 

the impact craters, to understand their characteristics, to explore the effects of such craters on planets and 

to extract useful information from them which are important not only for scientific research but also for 

industrial and commercial purposes.  

 

The history of impact crater detection can be traced back to 1920s when one of the impact craters was 

first identified by D. Barringer [17].Until the 1960s, the concept of impact cratering remained more or less 

speculative. At this time, a number of research works on impact cratering emerged. One of the significant 

works was done by Shoemaker [1] who conducted detailed studies of a number of craters and recognized 

clear evidences that they had been created by impacts. By 1970, more number of impact craters were 

identified and studied. More detailed explorations led to many developments in this field. With the help of 

remote sensing techniques, impact craters on other planetary surfaces could be explored and studied.  

 

Many research works came up with the idea of automatic identification of impact craters on Mars and 

other planetary bodies. Recently, with the availability of planetary topography at reasonable level of spatial 

resolution namely, digital topography of Mars from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) sensor 

onboard Mars Global Surveyor [18], digital topography of Moon from the Laser Altimeter (LALT) sensor 

onboard Kaguya (SELENE) [19] the relevance for developing DEM-based crater detection algorithm has 

gained much significance. However, the coarse resolution of the presently available global planetary 

DEMs restricts detection limits of the craters to larger than few kilometres (~ 3-5 km in diameter from 

MOLA DEM) [3]. Automated detection of the Martian impact craters from MOLA digital topography 

attempted by various researchers [3][12] used some of the terrain morphometric parameters in addition to 

elevation data to improve the precision of the detected crater outlines. High spatial resolution DEMs at-

par the terrestrial ones are presently available for the lunar surface namely, DEM from the Terrane 

Camera (TC) sensor onboard Kaguya (SELENE) with a spatial resolution of 10 m [20] and from the 

Terrane Mapping Camera (TMC) onboard Chandrayan-1 with a spatial resolution of 5 m [21]. The 

availability of these high resolution data has drastically enhanced the detection limit of the craters to few 

10s of meters.  
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2.1. Development of Crater Detection Algorithms 

Previous research works by Earl and Marchetti [9] [22] identified crater like structures using the terrestrial 

and planetary remote sensing images. Methods based on Hough transform and radial consistency measure 

are considered and compared to detect the craters. The research involves the algorithm which works best 

on binary edge-detected (or gradient) images. The circular features are not very clearly visible in the 

original image. Therefore, edge-detection is not likely to give results in identifiable circles that would fit 

the simple circle model. The Radial Consistency algorithm was also implemented as a part of this research 

which modelled impact craters as having localized rotational symmetry. This method replaces the Circular 

Hough Transform implementation. However, the experiments carried out in this work have limits of 

exploiting only a shape-based approach in the automated detection method. With some encouraging 

results by using the infrared band of the image data to extract information about craters, the algorithms 

could not identify the best band combination to detect the impact craters for all the terrestrial and 

planetary datasets. Simplified circular shape models have been used by Marchetti [22] to characterize the 

impact crater. The developed algorithm using Hough transform performed smoothing of images and 

detected edges by applying Sobel and Roberts filters. The results obtained present the craters which are 

clearly visible with respect to the background. On the contrary, radial consistency method identified 

craters with its characteristics which are radius and central peak by performing steps such as smoothing of 

images, feature extraction by radial consistency likelihood image creation, peak detection and radius 

determination by classification methods. Overall performance of the algorithm has been based on the 

shape based recognition of impact craters on the gray scale remote sensing images. 

 

Crater detection algorithms aimed to develop a methodology using template matching and pattern 

recognition applicable for any area of a planet or satellite that is captured in an image with different 

geomorphological settings, sensor and illumination conditions [23] [10] [11]. The method by Marti [10] 

follows a sequential approach starting with candidate (crater rims) selection in gray level images converted 

to binary images submitted to a template matching procedure. As stated by Vinogradova and Bandeira 

[23][11] template matching performs on the function of probability of finding a target present in the image 

and the probability that an output target actually corresponds to a real target. Vinogradova and Marti 

[10][23]  encountered image characteristics such as noise and different illumination settings which hamper 

the crater detection process resulting in false detection of the craters. 

 

This research work by Barata et.al [4] developed a method for automatic identification of impact craters 

on Martian surface. The optical images from the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) aboard the Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS) probe have been used for the research work. Crater detection algorithm includes steps 

such as principle component analysis (PCA) of statistical texture measures for image segmentation, 

followed by contour enhancement using morphological operations, template matching approach for crater 

recognition and watershed transform method for local fitting of the rims of the craters. This algorithm 

produces results consisting of the crater centre location and the dimensions i.e. radius of the crater. The 

research faced certain limitations related to low resolution data having noise resulting in inaccurate 

location of the crater centre and crater rims as well as plotting of non-existing craters.  

 

Use of image data for crater detection involves multi-step procedures to identify craters however; it has its 

own limitations. Image shadowing, noise, distortions in the image are few factors which result in detection 

of non-crater structures and also hamper the detail analysis of the crater characteristics. This led to the use 

of an alternate technique of detecting craters which utilizes DEMs instead of images. With the availability 

of the digital topographic data, the research work on crater detection has been done. However there is still 

very limited work done using the digital topographic data giving a lot of scope to implement different 

methods which have been applied on the images in many previous researches. 
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A combination of segmentation and detection algorithm for automatic identification of impact craters on 

Mars was developed in research work by Bue and Stepinsky [3]and Salamuniccar and Loncaric [12] which 

utilized digital topography data instead of images. The method suggested by Bue [3] applies thresholding 

of the binary images and segmentation approach for delineation of craters by topographic curvature as it is 

a preferred parameter to extract topographic rims of the craters. The digital elevation models are used for 

the seamless integration of detection and complete characterization of the crater structures. The algorithm 

was applied to the large test site which was fragmented into small regions without cutting the craters and 

the results were compared to the existing catalogue (Barlow Catalogue) with crater information. The 

algorithm gives a relatively easier tool for identifying small and fresh impact craters but fails to detect 

heavily degraded craters. 

 

The research work by Salamuniccar and Loncaric [12]  introduces a crater detection algorithm using DEM 

for uncatalogued impact craters based on fuzzy edge detectors and Radon/Hough transform. The overall 

architecture of the crater detection algorithm includes the fuzzy edge detection using gradient for 

thresholding the 3D data and fuzzy Radon-Hough transform which uses the value and orientation of a 

gradient to identify and mark the craters. The morphometric and parameter space analysis using 

topographic cross-profile of craters, depth/diameter ratio, and circularity analysis of values in the 

topographic data, crater rim, crater central peak and radial range where a crater is preserved, computations 

and circularity analysis of votes in the parameter space have been done. The developed algorithm used on 

Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter data with 1/128˚ (~500 m /pixel at the equator) resolution, proposed 

numerous candidates for GT- 57633 catalogue extension. Based on the manual survey of all proposed 

craters and rejection of false detection, 57592 impact craters were confirmed as correct detections. The 

new GT- 115225 catalogue was extended using the new found craters listing the maximum craters than 

any previous existing catalogues. 

 

This alternative technique of using DEMs along with different segmentation techniques has been used in 

this research work to detect craters and to delineate precise boundaries. This will be used for further 

analysis and characterization of the craters by calculating their attributes. A brief review about the 

methods used in research work is given below to understand their utility in the present work. 

2.2. Segmentation Methods for Boundary Detection of the Impact Craters 

 

The goal of an image analysis application using image segmentation techniques is to make measurements 

on objects of interest separating them from the background. The technique used to find the objects of 

interest is referred to as segmentation which means segmenting the foreground from background. This 

technique is used for detecting impact craters by delineating their precise boundaries.  

 

The semi-automatic tool i.e. Crater tool has been developed for delineating the crater boundary and the 

crater attributes. The Crater tool developed by Kneissl et. al [24] works on GIS platform, it is an extension 

for ESRI‘s ArcGIS suite to measure the diameters of impact craters independently of the map projection 

of the dataset. In the three points digitizing method the central point of the crater is not always calculated 

through the centre point or the centroid of the given three points, but the centre is estimated by 

calculating the geographical coordinates of the 3 measurements points and the spheroid of the current 

data frame‘s spatial reference. The main aim of the crater tool is to solve the measurement and projection 

problems for measuring of impact craters diameters and area sizes in digital format. It introduces 

straightforward methods which simplifies and speeds up the measurement process by providing number 

of small functionalities.  
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Along with the Crater tool there is scope for implementing segmentation techniques which exploits the 

height information of the DEM to extract the boundaries of the crater. For this purpose histogram based 

segmentation and watershed segmentation have been implemented here. It is imperative to understand the 

application of these techniques and thus different works based on these techniques have been discusses 

below. 

2.2.1. Histogram based segmentation 

Representation of an object class by a set of histograms is a common approach used in tasks such as 

image classification and object class recognition. Two recent and fruitful segmentation trends are class 

driven segmentation and interactive segmentation. A paper by Schroff [25] shows two things: the single 

histogram class models achieve equal or superior classification accuracy and histograms provide accurate 

pixel-wise segmentation of an image into object class regions. The main advantage of using single 

histogram models being their computationally efficiency, scalability and storage economy. This approach 

has been evaluated on an image database which contains many classes including grass, trees, sheep, 

buildings and others has been used in this work. A comparison between different histogram similarity 

functions has been done.  

 

A new method of image thresholding has been proposed in the research by Arifin and Asano [26] which 

uses cluster organization from the histogram of an image. Thresholding is a simple and effective tool in 

which the objects and background are separated into non-overlapping sets. The proposed thresholding 

algorithm is based on the relationship between the image thresholding problem and cluster analysis. ―The 

cluster similarity measurement is used to control the selection of the threshold value‖[26]. The method 

proposed in this paper developed a dendrogram of gray levels in the histogram of an image based on a 

similarity measure. The similarity measure used the mean cluster distances and variance as the criteria. The 

two criteria corresponded to intra-class and inter-class variances respectively. From iterative merging, two 

clusters were produced, from which the optimal threshold were estimated. From the results obtained, it 

was concluded that the proposed thresholding method yielded good images. 

 

2.2.2. Watershed Segmentation 

A critical review on watershed transform definitions and the associated sequential algorithms are 

presented in work by Roerdink and Meijster [27]. Different implementations of watershed transform have 

been illustrated with various examples to discuss various issues which often cause contradictions in the 

literature. The research paper discusses the basic mathematics in detail for understanding the background 

of watershed transformation. The different definitions based on watershed by continuous case and 

discrete case, watershed by simulated immersion, shortest paths with respect to topographic distance and 

watershed transform algorithms have also been discussed. Parallel implementation strategies to distinguish 

between the distributed memory and shared memory architectures were presented for the sequential 

watershed algorithms. 

 

The watershed transform applied to image segmentation by using mathematical morphology for 

segmentation in electron microscopy, scene analysis and materials sciences [28]. The implementations of 

this transformation by flooding process in gray level image or gradient image have been discussed along 

with the basic principles of the watershed transform. The problems of over segmentation have been 

emphasized and the marker based method and a transformation known as homotopy modification for 

watershed has been introduced. Various examples of segmentation are taken from different fields of 3D 

holographic pictures, SEM, transmission electron microscopy, radiography, non destructive control and so 

on. The final section of this research paper discusses the use of hierarchical watershed segmentation. 

Efficient segmentation at different levels beginning from a graph representation of the images on the basis 

of the mosaic image transform is the special feature of this tool. 
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Mathematical morphological functions efficiently deal with watershed segmentation oriented features such 

as size, shape area or connectivity for automatic image segmentation [29]. Simplification, marker 

extraction and boundary detection were the basic steps used for the segmentation process. Removal of 

unwanted details from the image by using area morphology for extracting better segments completes the 

first step i.e. simplification. The markers based on luminance and colours were extracted to precisely 

locate the boundary of regions of interest. Marker  extraction and boundary decision methods utilizes 

colour measurement to replace gray scale measurement and the spaces such as the RGB colour space and 

YUV colour space replaced by the L ^a^ b colour space . 

 

The research work introduces the use of weighted gradient from colour images by exploiting the intuitive 

notion of dissimilarity among colours [30]. The combination of marker based watershed transform with 

the weighted gradient provided the best segmentation results (following subjective visual criteria).  The 

gradients from each band of the original image under the HSI colour space model in linear combination 

gave excellent results but despite of this the weighted gradient lacked a systematic method to give weights 

to each gradient. The main focus of this research paper was to achieve a systematic approach, where the 

similarity between the gradient image and an ideal image (whose histogram has a uniform distribution) was 

studied. The results of the automatic weighted gradient used for the segmentation experiments were as 

good as the manual one. 

 

Research work by Gao et. al [31] aimed to replace the traditional marker-based watershed transform with 

the new marker based watershed algorithm. This technique involves generation of low frequency image 

generated from the gradient map for the extraction of markers using regional minima (H-minima). Binary 

marker image is generated from the extracted H-minima method; this image has been used for suppressing 

the all-intrinsic minima around the extracted markers. The results were obtained by applying watershed 

algorithm on the modified gradients to perform segmentation. The implementation of this method 

required less computation and simple parameters when compared to other methods to reduce the over 

segmentation issues of the watershed algorithm. 

2.3. Moment Measure for Attribute Measurements 

Shape, which is an important visual feature of an image, is used for searching images in large collections or 

from remote databases. Many shape representation and description techniques are available. In a paper by 

Zhang and Lu [32], these important techniques have been classified and reviewed. These techniques are 

classified into two classes of methods: contour-based and region based. These are further divided into 

sub-classes and have been explained in this paper. One among them is the Boundary moment descriptor. 

The advantage of using this method is that it is easy to implement. These boundary moments are useful in 

reducing the dimensions of the boundary representation. The normalized moments which are invariant to 

shape translation, rotation and scaling are computed mathematically.  

 

For two-dimensional pattern recognition applications, image moment invariants are used [32]. By 

combining lower order moments in a non-linear pattern, a set of moment invariants are derived which 

remain invariant under translation, scaling and rotation. Geometric moment invariants have been widely 

used in many applications. The main limitation in using the geometric moments is, to accurately define 

shape, only few invariants derived from lower order moments are not sufficient. Higher order invariants 

can be derived but this process is difficult.  

 

Global region based methods make effective use of all the pixel information within the region by treating 

the shape region as a whole. These methods follow the measurement of pixel distribution of the shape 
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region which is less affected by noise and variations. Because of this attribute, they can cope well with 

shape of significant defection which is a problem for contour-based methods.  

 

A paper by Hiremath and Pujari[33] describes the content based image retrieval using colour, texture and 

shape. To compute the edge images which capture the object shape information, Gradient Vector Flow 

(GVF) fields are used. For the analysis of the shape features, invariant moments have been computed on 

the edge images. One-dimensional normalized contour sequence moments (translation, rotation and scale 

invariant) are computed on the edge image. The shape descriptors are computed by taking the gray level 

edge images of the R, G and B individual planes. 

  

Medical thermal images are used in many medical applications. One such application is the detection of 

cancer.  The features obtained from the image are a set of moment invariants of the gray scale thermal 

images. In the paper by Jones[34] based on content-based image retrieval, combination of certain features 

for example shape feature, spatial feature, texture feature etc., has been used for improving the retrieval 

performance. This combination of features discussed in this paper utilizes two-dimensional moment 

invariants of an image. A small number of moments can characterize an image well to a fair extent and 

they can also be used to   reconstruct the original image.  

 

A study on similar shape retrieval has been done by You and Bhattacharya[35]. Shape representation is a 

prerequisite for similar shape retrieval. Various approaches to fulfil the same have been discussed in this 

paper; Invariant moments computation is one among them. For the analysis of 2D shapes, moment 

measurements have been considered to be very powerful. The essential descriptors such as size, central 

location and orientation of the shape feature are all moment-based attributes.  
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3. METHODS 

This chapter is divided into different sections which describe the steps shown in the flow diagram in 

Figure 1.2. The methodology adopted for this work is explained here. Starting with the estimation of 

terrain derivatives from the digital topographic data used, delineation and detection of crater boundaries 

using image segmentation techniques, attribute measurements, addressing the utilities of the measured 

attributes and the crater boundary detected, the crater detection algorithm ends with the performance 

evaluation conducted on the same. This algorithm is finally tested on selected terrestrial craters to test its 

portability.  

3.1. Estimation of terrain derivative (Slope) 

Topographic information and terrain derivative are used to ideally model the terrain. Craters, being 

morphological features, can be characterized well using the topography of the terrain and terrain 

derivatives. Terrain morphometric attributes calculated from the DEM can be used to define craters. 

Hence, detecting craters from topographic data is much easier than detecting them from imagery data.  

Each pixel in a DEM, which is a raster data set       , is assigned an elevation value       . Slope 

which is an essential terrain morphometric attribute [36] [37]. The attributes also can be regarded as raster 

data set, in which each pixel value         is assigned a value calculated from the   values. The value of 

an attribute at         is evaluated using only values of   in the immediate neighbourhood of        .  

 

The terrain derivatives can be calculated to outline a broad range of crater types and to define the crater 

rims because it is often associated with the steepest gradients in the Martian landscape [3]. Primary 

attributes are calculated from directional derivatives of terrain [37].  

Terrain derivatives can be obtained by passing a local window 3X3 on the DEM and estimating the 

relationship between the central cell and its neighbours [36]. 

3.1.1. Slope 

The steepest downhill slope for a location on a surface is identified by Slope. Slope is calculated for each 

cell in raster. For raster Slope can be said to be the minimum rate of change in elevation over each cell and 

its eight neighbours.  The higher the Slope value, the steeper the terrain; the lower the Slope value, the 

flatter the terrain. The Slope is calculated as percent slope or degree of slope. The result obtained by using 

the terrain derivative Slope is shown in Figure [3.1] below. 
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            Figure 3.1 Slope Image 

 

3.2. Image Segmentation for Crater Boundary Extraction 

The segmentation techniques employed in this work for delineation of crater boundaries are Histogram 

based segmentation and Watershed segmentation.  Presently broad crater boundaries are extracted by the 

researchers using the crater tools. The tool is available as an add-on for ArcGIS platform.  

 

3.2.1.   Histogram Based Segmentation 

The histogram of an image depicts frequency distribution of the pixel intensity value. The histogram is 

represented as a graph showing the number of pixels in an image at each different intensity value found in 

that image [38] . For example, an 8-bit gray scale image can have upto 256 different possible intensities. 

Therefore the graph will represent the 256 numbers showing the distribution of pixels amongst those gray 

scale values. Among the various image segmentation methods, histogram-based method is considered to 

be very efficient. This method can be carried out by only one pass through the pixels. The histogram 

based segmentation algorithm partitions the image into different regions which are same according to 

some predefined criteria. From all the pixels in the images a histogram is computed, the clusters in the 

image are then located by using the peaks and valleys in the histogram. The horizontal axis of the image 

histogram usually lists the bins (disjoint categories or segments) and the vertical axis shows the number of 

pixels that fall into each bin.  

 

A histogram with two dominant modes i.e., the values with the largest probability of occurrence is called a 

bimodal histogram. Only one threshold is needed in such case whereas when more than two modes exist, 

the number of threshold for segmentation increases. The histogram displays the distribution of the total 

attribute values (pixel value i.e. the z value) of the particular crater taken under study. The information is 

classified on the basis of frequency distribution of the attributes i.e. by considering the number of break 

points of the histogram. For each crater different frequency classes are made. The grid image i.e. a grid of 
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rectangular cells has been generated for each crater. The grid is created with respect to or is a function of 

the different crater sizes. Based on these individual craters considered under study, the threshold is set 

such that it groups and extracts the crater as one object and the background is considered as another 

object. The threshold values of individual craters depend on the bimodal frequency distribution. The 

range of the frequency distribution is based on the image size for example in this case it is unsigned 16 bit.  

 

3.2.2. Image Segmentation based on Watershed Transform 

The watershed transform is a powerful method and a concept of mathematical morphology used as the 

region based segmentation approach [27] [39]. Watershed transformation is applied on the gray scale 

image for solving various segmentation problems as gray scale images can be considered as topographic 

surfaces. Here the intensity of a pixel is regarded as the height of the pixel. 

 

The concept of watershed is that of a topographical relief which is flooded by water, the watershed 

boundary being the lines which divides the domain of attraction of rain falling over the surface [27][39]. 

Another way is to imagine the region being immersed in a water body such as lake, with holes pierced in 

local minima. The catchment basin is considered as the region which will fill up with water starting from 

the local minima and dams are built at the points where the water coming from different basins meet. The 

result is the landscape which is portioned into regions separated by dams called watershed lines. 

Determination of watershed lines is the principle objective of segmentation algorithms. Considering a hole 

punched in each regional minimum and flooding the entire topography from below by letting water rise 

through the holes at a uniform rate is the basis of the whole concept of watershed segmentation algorithm 

[39] [27]. The watershed transform finds "catchment basins" and "watershed ridge lines" in an image by 

treating it as a surface where light pixels are high and dark pixels are low. Segmentation using the 

watershed transforms works well if foreground objects and background locations are identified or marked. 

Marker-controlled watershed segmentation follows this basic procedure [40] 
 

3.2.2.1. Marker controlled watershed segmentation 

A connected component belonging to an image is termed as a marker [41]. A set of internal markers 

which are inside of the object of interest and a set of external markers which are contained within the 

background are generated. Gradient image generated from the gray scale image is modified using these 

generated markers. There is a one to one relationship of marker to a specific watershed region. Thus the 

number of markers generated will be equal to the final number of segmented regions by watershed 

transform. The selection of markers can be done manually or automatically, but most of the time 

automatically generated markers are employed for high throughput experiments to save human time and 

resources[42]. 

 

The algorithm for generating marker controlled watershed transformation is as follows [40] 

 

Step 1: To read the DEM  

Step 2: To generate the gradient magnitude image; in this case it is the entropy image as the segmentation 

function for enhancing the edges of the objects (craters). 

Step 3: The Foreground Markers are generated by using the morphological operators such that it must 

generate the connected blobs of pixels inside each of the foreground objects. These operators also used 

for enhancing the object of interest and then finally, performing the regional minima function for marking 

the crater as objects. 

Step 4: The background markers are also generated to segment the background so that it should not be 

too close to the boundaries of the objects. The watershed transform based on the distance transform can 

be used for thinning the background by skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ) of the foreground markers. 
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Step 5: The final step is to compute the watershed transform of the marker images. The superimposition 

of the marker image on the mask image (entropy image) needs to be done to run the watershed function 

to extract the final object boundaries. 

Step 6: To visualize the result and to extract the delineated boundaries, morphological operators can again 

be applied to make the boundaries more clearly visible. 

Step 7: The extracted boundaries need to be converted into the complete object for further analysis in the 

research work. 

 

The discussed watershed algorithm consists of the following functions to delineate the precise boundary 

of the craters.  

 

(1) The entropy is a measure texture and it is used to characterize regions in an image by its textural 

contents. The variation in texture of an image is referred to the variation in the intensity values of 

an image [43]. The graylevel cooccurence matrix (GLCM) is generated from the input image for 

understanding the probability distribution of the information and it displays the distribution of 

grayscale transitions [44]. In the image, the pixel to pixel grayscale transition is mapped by 

considering the adjacency of the pixels (pixels to the right and below each pixel in the image). 

Therefore in this research work the entropy of the DEM is calculated which represents the gray 

scale transition from base of the craters to the crater rims as the intensity in the original input 

image also depicts the similar gray scale variations. The entropy image shows the high entropy 

values at the crater rims and clearly represents the craters and crater boundaries from the 

background. The foreground and background markers when used with the entropy image extract 

precise boundaries of the craters. 

 

(2) Morphological operations can be described as the technique for the analysis and processing of 

geometrical structures. This technique is carried out on the basis of set theory and topology. 

These operations are done on binary images and gray scale images based on morphology and 

shapes. Each output pixel has a value and this value is based on the corresponding input pixel and 

its neighbours [45]. The size and shape of the neighbourhood can be chosen such that it 

constructs a morphological operation that is sensitive to specific shapes in the input image. 

 The fundamental morphological operations are erosion and dilation. In dilation if a pixel in the 

input pixel‘s neighbourhood is one, the output pixel is also one otherwise zero in the case of 

binary image, whereas it increases the brightness of objects when applied to the gray scale images 

[45]. This is performed by taking the neighbourhood maximum when passing the structuring 

element over the image.  Dilation results in growing of the area of the object and small holes in 

the object are removed. In erosion if every pixel in the input pixel‘s neighbourhood is one the 

output pixel is one otherwise zero. In contrast to the dilation, erosion when applied to the gray 

scale images reduces the brightness and thus reduces the size of the bright objects on a dark 

background. This is done by taking the neighbourhood minimum while the structuring element is 

passed over the image. Erosion results in shrinking the object‘s area and small isolated regions 

disappear. The structuring element size and shape is responsible for the number of pixels added 

or removed from the objects in an image [45][39] .  

 

(3) The morphological opening and closing operators are the combination of erosion and dilation 

operators. The morphological opening of an image is defined by performing erosion function 

followed by dilation function with the same structuring element used for both operations. On the 

contrary the morphological closing is the reverse as it performs dilation function followed by 

erosion function with the same structuring element [41] [43].  
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(4) The morphological reconstruction can be considered as a concept in which the dilation function 

is repeated on an image, called the marker image [40]. The contour of the marker image is fitted 

by continuous dilation function to that of the second image called the mask image. The marker 

and mask image must be of the same size binary images or intensity images. The peaks in the 

marker image spread out or dilate when morphological reconstruction operator is performed. The 

processing stops when the further dilation function can not bring more change to the image and 

the final reconstructed image is generated. There are some unique properties of this operator. 

First, the processing is based on two images and one structuring element. Second, the processing 

is based on the concept of neighbourhood connectivity and not on the structuring element. Third, 

the processing is repeated until stability is achieved (the image no longer changes). 

  

(5) As an essential part of all the morphological operations which have been used for the marker 

controlled watershed transformation, the structuring element has been used to probe the input 

image. A matrix consisting of only 0‘s and 1‘s that can have arbitrary size and shape is known as 

structuring element. The neighbourhood is defined by the pixels with the value of 1. The ‗disk‘ 

structuring element has been used in this research work. It creates a disk shaped, flat structuring 

element along with the radius (R) specified. The radius must be a positive integer and neighbour 

connectivity (N) should be 0, 4, 6 or 8.when N is greater than 0, the approximation of the disk 

shaped structuring element is done by a sequence of N periodic–line structuring elements. No 

approximation is used when N equals 0 and in this case the structuring element members consist 

of all pixels whose centres are no greater than radius away from the origin. The default value of N 

is 4 when N is not specified [43]. 

 

(6) The gray scale image can be considered as a three dimensional image, the x and y axis which 

represent position of the pixel and the z axis which denotes the intensity of each pixel. The 

intensity values can be referred as the elevation of the pixel. The high intensity values and the low 

intensity values of an image can be considered as the peaks and valleys in topographical terms 

respectively. The concept of regional minima is used for determining the markers at the low 

intensity valued pixels of the image. In other words, it represents ―the connected set of pixels of 

constant intensity from which it is impossible to reach a point with lower intensity without first 

ascending, that is a connected component of pixels with the same intensity value,  , surrounded 

by pixels that all have a value greater than  ‖ [46] [40]. The regional minima function takes gray 

scale image for input and generates a binary image as output. The values are set to 1 for the 

regional minima pixels and all other are set to 0. 

  

(7) The superimposition of the marker image generated on the gradient image (entropy image) can be 

done to perform the final watershed transformation on the image. The imposition of the marker 

image consisting of regional minima generated by the morphological functions to extract the 

objects of interest from the mask image is done. The marker image creates new minima in the 

mask image and eliminates all the values of other pixels in the image [40]. 

 

(8) Skeletonization is a process to remove the objects boundaries without breaking the object apart 

and without changing the essential structure of the image [40]. The remaining pixels build up the 

image skeleton.  

 

(9) A metric or measure of the separation of points in the image can be done by using the distance 

transform. The distance is calculated between each pixel that is set to   and the nearest non zero 

pixel for the images in binary format [40]. Mostly the Euclidean distance is calculated for 

watershed transform. It is the straight line distance between two pixels in the image. 
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3.2.3. Crater Tools 

The Crater tool works on GIS platform, it is an extension for ESRI‘s ArcGIS suite to measure the areas 

and diameters of impact craters which can be used for further impact mechanism and impact age analysis 

etc [47]. The crater tool software extension separates its work flow into two processes. The determination 

of correct sizes of homogenously cratered measurement areas is dealt in the first process. The 

determination of correct diameters by digitization of the impact craters is done in the second process. To 

extract the boundaries of the impact craters, the crater tool extension creates two empty shapefiles with 

attribute fields that are later filled with the measurements of impact craters. One shapefile is created for 

storing measured areas and diameter and the other shapefile for storing the impact craters. The spatial 

reference of the currently active data frame of the GIS project is taken for the shapefiles created for the 

project [47].  

 

The standard editing tools in ArcMap are used by the user for digitizing one or more measurement areas 

containing homogeneous geologic/geomorphological surface units [47]. This is performed in the current 

ArcMap data frame with a user-defined spatial reference. For detecting small craters within larger 

measurement areas and on high-resolution images, multiple zoom-in and zoom-out are necessary. To 

track the digitization process, the measurement area is subdivided into smaller components. This is a 

systematic digitization approach where in an artificial grid is generated overlaying the measurement area.  

This grid is stored in the form of a polygon shapefile and added to the data frame in the same way as the 

area and the crater layer shapefiles. 

 

ArcMap offers only one possibility of drawing circles by default in order to digitize impact craters. Within 

the advanced editing toolbar, the standard circle tool enables the user to click first on the centre point of a 

circle [47]. Then the radius of the circle is defined by moving the mouse in radial direction. This method is 

found to be very inaccurate for digitization of impact craters because the central point of an impact crater 

has to be determined by visual judgement. The Crater tools functions which are Crater by Line and Crater 

by 3 Points are custom utilities for digitizing craters by taking two or three measurement points on the 

crater rim. When the Crater by Line tool is used, the circle is defined by two points which represent the 

start and end point of the diameter of the crater (rim to rim). The user when using the Crater by 3 Points 

tools can digitize an impact crater by using any three points on the rim of the crater through which a circle 

is defined mathematically and is helpful for measuring eroded/buried structures. The Figure 3.9 shows the 

crater tool workflow.  
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Figure 3.2 Work Flow of Crater Tool, [Kneissl et al., 2010] 

 

3.3. Moments measure method for attribute computation 

The approach of moment measure method of attribute computation as regional descriptors involves two 

stages: 

 Region of interest identification in the image and differentiating them into individual components. 

 Determining the attributes for the components using regional descriptors. 

In this work, moments are used as regional descriptors [48]. A region of interest is identified in the form 

of interior points. The moment of order       of a region of interest, for a given two dimensional 

function        may be defined as [48], 
 

 Mpq =    
 

  
              

 

 

(1) 

            

             (Inside the region of interest) 

             (Outside the region of interest (in the background)) 
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The aggregated  - moment,  -moment,   - moment,   - moment and   -moment for each region are 

obtained using the equations described below [48]. 

Sum of   -moment,    =   

    = summation of   -coordinates for all the pixels in the given component. 

Sum of   -moment,    =    

Sum of   -moment,    =      

Sum of    -moment,    =      

Sum of    -moment,    =      

 

All the moments are associated with the centre of mass and are often denoted as central moments [48] 

[45]. The central moments are translation invariant and are therefore used for describing the shape of 

objects. 

 
The centre of mass of each component are given by 

    =
   

   
 

 

 

(2) 

    =
   

   
 

 

 

(3) 

Where, 

   ,     = centre of mass 

   =area of each component in terms of number of pixels 

 

The central moments     (    ,    (    , and    (     are calculated as described below 
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(5) 
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(6) 

The attributes of the best-fitted ellipse that are the lengths of major and minor axes and the orientation of 

the major axis with respect to the  - axis of the image and the centroid of the ellipse are determined using 

the normalized central moments [45][48].  

 

The centroid specifies the centre of mass of a body [43]. The point of intersection of all the hyperplanes 

of an object that divide the object into two equal parts of equal moment is known as centroid. The first 

element of centroid is the   coordinate of the centre of mass and the second element is the   coordinate. 

The longest diameter of an ellipse is termed as the major axis and the shortest diameter is termed as the 
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minor axis [49]. The angle between the major axis of the ellipse and its   axis defines the orientation of 

the ellipse.  

 

The normalized central moment     is defined as 

 

    =
   

   
  

 

 

(7) 

 Υ           

 

 

(8) 

 

Now, the normalized central moments are given by 
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(10) 
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(11) 

 

The lengths of major and minor axes and the orientation of the major axis with respect to the  - axis 

depend on whether     is zero or non-zero [48]. They are determined based on three conditions as 

described below 

 

a) When     = 0 and         

 Length of major axis =       

Length of minor axis =      

Orientation of the major axis =0 

 

(12) 

 

 

b) When     = 0 and         

 Length of major axis =       

Length of minor axis =      

Orientation of the major axis=
 

 
 

(13) 

c) When       
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Length of major axis =                        
 
      

   

 

Length of minor axis =                        
 
      

   

 

Orientation of the minor axis =       
 

 
                    

 
      

   

 

(14) 

 

3.3.1. Moment Measure Algorithm for Crater Attribute Measurements 

A Turbo C program was used for crater attribute measurement by moment measure technique. Originally 

the program was developed by Dr. Chatterjee [50] for attribute measurement of quartz clasts (under the 

microscope) for palaeo-strain analysis of rocks. The said program has been modified in this work for the 

present application. 

 

A data structure component has been developed under which the variables for describing/computing 

different parameters of the components for individual components (crater) have been clubbed together. 

These different parameters include identification number, area, minimum and maximum image 

coordinates in   and   directions,   and   moments,   ,    and   moments. Using these parameters, 

the centre of gravity of the clusters, their central moments (equations (4), (5) and (6)), normalized central 

moments (equations (9), (10) and (11)), axial lengths of the major and minor axes of the best fitted ellipse 

and finally the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse with respect to the reference coordinate axis of 

the section are derived.  The algorithm uses Connectivity technique to identify individual components in 

the image. The connectivity of an image pixel is checked with the current row-previous column and 

previous row-current column when each line of image pixels is supplied as an array of binary data. The 

results are then stored in which all the above mentioned parameters are recorded. These results are 

presented in the results and discussion chapter.  

 

3.4. Portability of the Crater Detection Algorithm on the Terrestrial Crater 

The transferability of the developed algorithm for the detection of craters and delineation of crater 

boundaries are tested on the terrestrial crater and lunar crater. 

The Lonar Crater, Maharashtra, India is a terrestrial crater chosen as the test site. The Interferometric 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data has been used to generate the DEM for testing the transferability 

of the algorithm developed. The SAR products are generated through Interferometric SAR processing 

(InSAR).  

3.4.1. Generation of a digital elevation model (DEM) 

The objective is to generate a DEM from the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) which involves 

the steps shown in the form of a flow diagram in Figure [3.3] below. 
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Image Co-registration

Baseline Estimation

Interferogram Generation 

without DEM

Interferogram Flattening

Interferogram Adaptive Filter 

and Coherence Generation

Phase Unwrapping

Orbital Refinement

Phase to Height Conversion 

and Geocoding

DEM Generation

 
Figure 3.3 Flow Diagram for DEM Generation 

 

- The sub-pixel registration of both the images of an interferometric pair is required in the 

interferometric data processing [51]. The geometrical transformation of images insuring that the 

corresponding pixels of different images map the same area is known as Coregistration.  

 

- ―The interferogram generation is only possible when the ground reflectivity acquired with at least 

two antennae overlap‖ [52]. Interferometry is not possible when the phase information is not 

preserved and coherence is lost. This happens when the perpendicular component of the baseline 
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increases beyond a limit which is known as the critical baseline. Before applying the procedure for 

baseline estimation, the raw ERS-1 and ERS-2 images have been converted to SLC format. By 

making use of the master (ERS-1) and slave data (ERS-2), information about the baseline values 

and orbital shift are obtained [53]. 

 

- The SAR interferogram is obtained as a result of pixel by pixel cross-multiplication of first SAR 

image (Master Image) with the complex conjugate of the second SAR image (Slave Image) [54]. 

Thus, the interferometric phase is the phase difference between the two images. 

 

- Interferogram flattening is a process in which the phase obtained by a surface of constant 

elevation on a spherical earth is removed [55]. Thus, only the fringes contributed by the 

topographic terrain exist in the flattened interferogram.  

 

- Filtering of flattened interferogram is performed in order to reduce noise and obtain a 

smoothened interferogram phase. In the same step, the Coherence, which is the indicator of 

similarity between two images, is also generated. 

 

- Phase unwrapping is the method of adding the correct multiple of 2pi to the interferometric 

phase for each pixel [53]. The phase estimates contained in an interferogram are wrapped in the 0-

2pi interval which leads to 2pi ambiguity. This 2pi ambiguity is resolved by the phase unwrapping 

process.  

 

- The next step (orbital refinement) plays a crucial role for a correct transformation of phase values 

into height values. It is used for refining the orbits and to get the absolute phase values [52]. 

 

- ―During the geocoding  procedure, the geodetic and cartographic transforms are considered in 

order to convert the geocoded image from the Global Cartesian coordinate system (WGS-84) into 

the local cartographic reference system (e.g. UTM-32)‖ [52]. The output of this step is a phase to 

height converted DEM. 

The generated DEM and the Slope have been used for detecting the crater boundaries. All three methods 

viz. Histogram based segmentation, Image segmentation by watershed transform and Crater tool have 

been applied on the DEM and the slope image for extracting the crater boundary of the Lonar crater. 

The crater attributes of the Lonar crater have been estimated using the moment measures on all the 

different image segmentation results.  

 

The accuracy assessment of the crater boundary has been done by taking the image information and the 

ground truth data. From the image the boundaries of the crater can be identified and marked or digitized.  

The boundaries delineated from the different segmentation methods are then be superimposed on the 

image boundary. The ground data has been used to mark the exact location of the original boundary of 

the Lonar crater in the image. The difference between the two boundaries is then calculated and the root 

mean square error (RMSE) is calculated. 
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4. STUDY AREA  AND DATASETS 

4.1. The Martian Impact Craters Taken Under Study for the Development of the Crater  Boundary 
Detection and Delineation Algorithm. 

4.1.1. Introduction of the Study Area 

Impact craters played an important role in shaping the Martian surface [56]. The surface morphology in 

relation to craters is very much similar to that of the Moon and Mercury. Different sized impact craters for 

instance the small craters shows the simple bowl shaped depression with raised rims and steep walls, 

whereas the larger impact structures are more complex in nature with central peaks, terraced walls and the 

multi ring structures [56]. The figure 1 shows the multi ring impact crater with 100 kilometres in diameter 

on Mars. The large sized multi ring structures of impact craters are formed on Mars due to the gravity and 

rheology differences caused by the small amount of water that might have existed on Mars. Erosional and 

degradation processes are combination of the dynamic atmosphere (Aeolian processes, active volcanism 

and weathering due to processes associated with the possible existence of water) prevailing in Mars.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Shows an Example of a Multi ring Crater on Mars 

© 2001 Albert T. Hsui, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. All rights reserved 

 

4.1.2. The Dataset Selected for Developing the Crater Detection Algorithm. 

The available dataset used for the research work was acquired by High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) 

on 2nd June 2003 and it entered the orbit on 25th December 2003 [57]. The European Mars Express 

Mission (MEX) specifically designs the products for 3D mapping purposes and generates products like 

high resolution, multi-spectral and three dimensional data.   
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HRSC is a multi-line pushbroom sensor which provides upto 5 panchromatic multi-angle observations of 

the surface during each mars orbit [57]. The MEX sensor provides images with ~ 10 m spatial resolution 

and the horizontal resolution is upto 50 m for the DEM‘s. Very large areas are covered (typically on the 

order of 104- 105 km2) at high image resolution by the HRSC. The orbital inclination is 860 and orbit 

number is 894. The ascending node is 210.1. 

 

The image was acquired from an altitude of 266. 69 km on 30th September 2004.The image acquired 

consists of 2162 ground samples and 15318 lines. The dataset consists of four single channel images with 

wavelength ranging from 444 – 520 nm for blue, 538 – 626 nm for green, 748 – 796 nm for red and 955 – 

1036 nm for infra red and two different DEMs.    

 
Table 4.1 The spatial extent of the DEM available in meters 

Upper left X 41227.50 

Upper left Y  808657.50 

Upper right X 148096.15   

Upper right Y 807788.16 

Lower left X 51366.74 

Lower left Y   43222.73 

Lower right X 149227.50 

Lower right Y 42832.50 

 

 
Table 4.2 The spatial extent of the subset of DEM used in meters 

Upper left X 74377.50 

Upper left Y  555382.50 

Upper right X 133217.77 

Upper right Y 554857.11 

Lower left X 74677.73                  

Lower left Y  446332.88 

Lower right X 133552.50 

Lower right Y 445807.50 

 

Units: Meters 

Projection: Sinusoidal 

Spheroid: Mars MOLA 

Datum: Mars MOLA 
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Figure 4.2 Map of Study Area (MARS) 

 

4.2. Terrestrial Impact Craters (Test sites) Selected for Testing the Portability of the Algorithm. 

4.2.1. Introduction of the Study Area 

Lonar crater, is located in Buldhana district of Maharashtra State, India (190 58' N, 760 31' E) [13]. It is 

one of the best preserved impact structures on earth. The Lonar crater was identified as an impact crater 

in 1823 by J.E. Alexander as initially it was considered to be volcanic crater [13]. The famous geologist 

G.K. Gilbert in 1896 stated the similarity of Lonar crater with the meteoritic impact crater of Arizona 

(Barringer Crater). 

 

Lonar crater is a large structure with diameter of 1.88 kilometres and depth of 135 meters approximately 

formed entirely within the basaltic rocks of the Deccan traps [13]. The crater rim elevation is about 30 

meters on average, above the surrounding plains. There is a saline lake with a depth of less than 6 meters 

in the centre of the crater. The ejecta blanket spreads over a distance of 1350 meters away from the crater 

rim.  

4.2.2. The Dataset Selected for Testing the Portability of the Crater Detection Algorithm. 

The available dataset which will be used for the research work was acquired by the European Remote 

Sensing satellite built by European space agency. The ERS-1 was launched in the year 1991 and ERS-2 

was launched in the year the 1995 with spatial resolution of 10 m to 300 m. The orbital inclination is 

98.52˚. The ERS-1 and 2 use C- band with VV polarization. The images were acquired at an altitude of 785 

km. The raw SAR data will be available for the research work from which the digital elevation data will be 

generated. The pre-processing steps for the generation of the height data will be discussed in chapter 3. 

 

The data description of ERS-1 and ERS-2 tandem data pair of Lonar Crater (Maharashtra) Latitude 

19°58‘36‖ N and Longitude 76°30‘30‖ E is given in table 4.3. 
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LONAR 

    INDIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

MAHARASHTRA 

LONAR CRATER 

Figure 4.3: Map of the Study Area (Lonar, Maharashtra, India), Source: www.Google.com\Images, [13] 
 
 

http://www.google.com/Images
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Table 4.3 Data Description of Lonar Crater 

Satellite Orbit Frame Date of Pass Data format 

ERS-1 25057 3213 30.4.1996 Single Look Complex (SLC) 

ERS-2 5384 3213 01.5.1996 SLC 

ERS-1 25057 3195 30.4.1996 SLC 

ERS-2 5384 3195 01.5.1996 SLC 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section the experimental results are reported. These results are obtained and explained to answer 

the questions posed to fulfil the objectives. The crater detection algorithm developed in this research work 

for detecting and delineating precise impact crater boundaries from the DEM and the slope derived from 

the DEM using segmentation methods and crater tool is presented in this chapter. Finally the detected 

impact craters attributes are estimated and discussed in this chapter by comparing it to the attributes 

estimated in the MA 130301 Martian Catalogue and addressing the utilities of crater attributes in the field 

of lunar and planetary science related to the nature of impact. The developed algorithm is tested on the 

terrestrial crater (Lonar crater, India) and the results are then compared to that of the Martian craters. 

5.1. The developed crater and crater boundary detection algorithm using the DEM 

5.1.1. Crater Tool  

The crater boundaries of the impact craters are extracted using crater tool. The Figure 5.1 shows the 

extracted circular boundaries and the centroid of the crater. The best fit circular boundaries are drawn by 

marking 3 points around the crater rim. Along with this, the crater tool provides a result file with the 

measurements of the crater such as area in square kilometer, diameter of the circle in kilometer and the 

centroid coordinates of all the craters under study. The crater tool is a semi-automated procedure in which 

the crater boundaries are extracted by marking the 3 points or 2 points features (for drawing the circle) 

around the crater manually. The crater tool thus has chances of inducing the errors due to the human 

interference while extracting the crater boundaries. The boundary may not cover the entire area leaving 

some pixels or may include extra pixels which do not belong to the actual crater. This may happen when 

the impact crater under study is not completely circular in shape it can be an elliptical structure due to the 

change in the angle of hit during the impact.  
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Figure 5.1 Extracted Crater Boundaries and the Centre Point of the Craters Using Crater Tool 

 

5.1.2. Histogram Based Segmentation 

The crater objects extracted using histogram based segmentation is based on the threshold values, using 

the natural break values of the different classes formed for each crater. Each crater is extracted from the 

individual grid image such that the foreground object i.e. crater is assigned a value of ‗1‘ and the 

background object ‗0‘. The binary images extracted for different crater information are then multiplied to 

get the image with the information of all the five craters shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

While thresholding it considers all the attribute value of the image (height value or ‗z‘ value) and then the 

clusters are formed based on the value set as a threshold. Therefore it extracts the object with very smooth 

boundaries by clubbing all the values less than the threshold value as one object and values greater than 

the threshold as another object. The Figure 5.2 shows a lot of similarity between the shape of the crater in 

the original image and that of the craters detected and extracted using the histogram based segmentation 

and the table 5.1 shows the threshold values set to extract each crater individually as one object or class 

and background as one 
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Figure 5.2 Detected Craters Using Histogram Based Segmentation 

 
Table 5.1 Displays the Threshold Values for Histogram Based Segmentation 

Crater Information Threshold assigned  

Crater 1 1461 

Crater 1 1792.85 

Crater 1 1133.4 

Crater 1 1145.14 

Crater 1 1205.55 

 

5.1.3. Watershed Segmentation 

The marker based watershed segmentation detects and delineates the crater boundaries and then from the 

boundary information, the objects i.e. the craters are extracted in a binary image format where ‗1‘ is the 

crater (object) and ‗0‘ is the background. The crater as an object is very useful and important for the 

purpose of attribute measurements as it represents the crater as a whole object. The Figure 5.4 shows the 

results obtained from the segmentation. 

 

The concept of watershed segmentation (region growing segmentation using the minima and maxima 

functions) helps in delineating the precise boundary of the crater. It uses the concept of markers and 

applies these markers at the centre of the craters using the minima concept and it grows from there to the 

pixels with the maximum height values lying at the crater rim producing a complete boundary of the 

crater. The shape of the crater boundary and the object is similar to the structure of the inner rim of the 

crater and has an irregularity in the boundary representing the degraded crater rim structure.  
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Figure 5.3 Crater Boundaries and Crater Object Detection Using the Slope Image of Martian Crater using Marker 

Based Watershed Segmentation 

 

5.1.4. Attribute Measurement Using Moment Measures 

The attributes of the Martian Craters are calculated using the Moment Measures which gives crater area, 

best fit ellipse and its parameters such as major and minor axis, orientation angle and the eccentricity of 

the crater object. The attributes of the craters calculated from the crater objects detected from histogram 

based segmentation and watershed segmentation have been listed in the tables 5.2 and 5.3. The orientation 

angle is an important attribute of impact crater which depicts the orientation of the best fit ellipse 

reconstructed for the impact crater boundary. Figure 5.4 shows the orientation of the impact craters based 

on the best fit ellipse reconstructed using moment measures. 

 
Table 5.2 Attributes of the Martian Impact Crater Estimated From the Histogram Based Segmented Objects (DEM) 

Crater 
ID 

Area   
(km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major 
Axis (km) 

Minor 
Axis (km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter  
(km) 

1 153.42 0.31 14.34 13.59 -35 
X: 8.95104 N 
Y: 45.1977 W 

13.96 

2 34.51 0.23 6.70 6.51 -71 
X: 8.49899 N 
Y: 45.54172 W 

6.60 

3 8.18 0.54 3.49 2.92 79 
X: 8.23309 N 
Y: 45.51201 W 

3.20 

4 165.84 0.33 14.91 14.06 45 
X: 8.08494 N 
Y: 45.07132 W 

14.48 

5 86.90 0.29 10.76 10.28 -9 
X: 7.91399 N 
Y: 45.34443 W 

10.51 
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Table 5.3 Attributes of the Martian Impact Crater Estimated From the Watershed Based Segmented Objects (DEM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Orientation of the best fit ellipse for Histogram Based Segmentation and Marker Controlled Watershed 

Segmenatation Based Delineated Craters 

 

5.1.5. Accuracy Assessment 

The Root mean square error (RMSE) has been calculated for assessing the accuracy between the attributes 

calculated in this research work and the attributes present in the reference catalogue for Mars i.e. MA 

130301 GT catalogue as shown in table 5.4 . The results are represented in the table 5.5 and 5.6. 

 
 

 

 

 

Crater 
ID 

Area 
(km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major 
Axis (km) 

Minor 
Axis (km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter  
(km) 

1 174.08 0.24 15.19 14.72 -70 
X: 8.909253  N 
Y: 45.094089 W 

14.95 

2 30.20 0.37 6.41 5.94 -4 
X:  8.457208 N 
Y: 45.442025  W 

6.17 

3 7.62 0.59 3.49 2.8 -90 
X:  7.932989 N 
Y: 45.355864 W 

3.14 

4 191.60 0.15 15.67 15.48 37 
X: 8.198897  N 
Y:  45.408514 W 

15.57 

5 80.46 0.38 10.76 9.91 65 
X: 8.04315    N 
Y: 45.964103 W 

10.33 
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Table 5.4 MA130301GT (Reference catalogue Mars) 

Crater Number 
Latitude and 

Longitude 

Diameter in 

km 
Name 

1 
8.954171N, 

 -46.602075W 
16.184 

'S003222B06943R10478K24423T68287Y2005S 

(0, 0;4,0;112,-100)' 

2 
8.496093N, 

-46.949218W 
7.924 

'S028233B06942K04538T68301Y2007S(0, 0; 

4,0;112,-100)' 

3 
8.23828N, 

-46.47723W 
4.160 

'S064154L200812T68311Y2009S(0,0;4,0;112, 

100)' 

4 
8.090205N, 

-46.47723W 
15.875 

'S003223B06940R12018T68585Y2005S (0, 

0;4,0;112,-100)‘ 

5 
7.910155N, 

-46.749999W 
12.420 

'S003224B06941R16276T68318Y2005S (0, 

0;4,0;112,-100)' 

 
 

Table 5.5 RMSE for Attributes (Histogram Based Segmentation (DEM)) 

RMSE 1.62 

 

Table 5.6 RMSE for Attributes (Marker Controlled Watershed Segmentation (DEM)) 

RMSE 1.42 

 

5.2. The developed crater and crater boundary detection algorithm using the Slope Image 

The slope has been calculated from the DEM. The slope image has gray scale transitions between pixels 

i.e. the variations between the slope (gradient) values. The low gradient values with very minor changes in 

the gradient values indicate the flatter terrain and represents the central basin of the crater whereas the 

high gradient values indicate the rim of the craters.   

 

5.2.1. Watershed Segmentation 

The watershed segmentation for delineating crater boundaries when used with the slope image gives the 

boundaries with very similar  shape to that of the crater (close to the rim structure). The slope image 

estimated from the DEM is shown in figure 5.5 and the crater boundaries delineated are shown in figure 

5.6. 
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Figure 5.5 DEM and the Slope Image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Crater Boundary and Crater Object Detection of the Slope Image of Martian Crater using Marker Based 
Watershed Segmentation 
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5.2.2. Attribute Measurement Using Moment Measures 

The moment measures have been applied to the crater objects extracted from the watershed segmentation. 

The best fit ellipse has been estimated and its parameters are given in the table 5.8. The orientation of the 

impact craters based on the best fit ellipse reconstructed is shown in Figure 5.7. 
 

Table 5.7 Attributes of the Martian Impact Crater Estimated From the Watershed Based Segmented Objects (Slope) 

 

 

                   

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Orientation of the best fit ellipse 

5.2.3. Accuracy Assessment 

The table 5.9 shows the result of RMSE calculated for attributes estimated from the crater objects 

delineated using marker controlled watershed segmentation using moment measures 
Table 5.8 RMSE for Attributes (Marker Controlled Watershed Segmentation (Slope Image)) 

RMSE 0.5169 km 

 

Crater 
ID 

Area   
(km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major 
Axis (km) 

Minor 
Axis (km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter  
(km) 

1 195.3 0.15 15.86 15.67 -25 
X: 8.959255  N 
Y: 45.094080 W 

15.76 

2 43.6 0.30 7.55 7.2 -90 
X:  8.456215 N 
Y: 45.442030  W 

 
7.37 

3 12.96 0.49 4.34 3.77 -63 
X:  7.943995 N 
Y: 45.45866 W 

4.05 

4 179.56 0.28 15.48 14.82 39 
X: 8.338699  N 
Y: 45.608414 W 

15.15 

5 108.90 0.27 12.08 11.61 48 
X: 8.15460    N 
Y: 45.961030 W 

11.84 
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5.3. The portability of the developed crater and crater boundary detection algorithm on terrestrial 
crater 

The DEM has been generated from the tandem pair of ERS1 and ERS2.  The master (ERS1) and slave 

(ERS2) images are processed with multilook processing to generate square pixels and improve the 

radiometric resolution. The Figure 5.5 shows the master image after multilook processing. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 Multilooked Master Image of First Pair 

The flattened interferogram is filtered in order to reduce the phase noise and to significantly improve 

fringe visibility. The figure 5.6 shows the filtered interferogram. 

 

 
Figure 5.9 Filtered Interferogram Generated from First Interferometric Pair 
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The coherence images generated from the filtered interferogram are shown in figure 5.7 below. These 

images indicate a measure of quality of the correlation called the degree of coherence. The stable 

structures which have not undergone any changes depict the coherence values close to one and represent 

high coherence. 

 

 
Figure 5.10 Coherence Image Generated from First Interferometric Pair 

 
The unwrapped phase file is converted to height resulting in a digital elevation model (DEM) shown 

below in Figure 5.11 and the subset image taken from the DEM. 
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Figure 5.11 Final DEM from Two Interferometric Pair and The Subset Image 

The height precision of an InSAR based DEM,   , can be expressesd by the following equation [58] 

 

 
   

      

   
          

 

(15) 

Where,  

    - phase measurement uncertainty 

    - altitude of ambiguity 

     - radar wavelength 

    -  slant range distance 

    - radar look angle 

   - perpendicular component of the spatial baseline of datapair 

 

Based on the above equation the accuracy of the DEM has been calculated. The DEM accuracy ranges 

from 2.5 – 5 meters which is estimated by using baseline information [58]. 
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5.3.1. The crater and crater boundary detection using DEM of Lonar Crater 

5.3.1.1. Crater Tool 

The circular boundary of the Lonar crater has been extracted using the crater tool. The centre of the circle 

has also been estimated along with the diameter of the circle. The Figure 5.12 shows the circular boundary 

extracted and centre of the circle drawn.  
 

 

 

     Figure 5.12 Circular Boundary Delineated from Crater Tool 

 

5.3.1.2. Histogram Based Segmentation 

The histogram based segmentation has been applied to the Lonar crater by using the threshold value. The 

Figure 5.13 shows the result produced. It shows the similarity between the shapes of the detected crater 

and the crater in the original image. The threshold value set for the histogram based segmentation 

technique is mentioned in the table 5.9 below. 

 
Table 5.9 Threshold Value Used for Histogram Based Segmentation 

Crater Information Threshold assigned  

Lonar Crater  105.41 
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Figure 5.13 Crater Detected (Lonar Crater) Using Histogram Based Segmentation 

 

5.3.1.3. Watershed Segmentation 

The crater boundary delineated using the marker based segmentation is shown in Figure 5.14. The 

boundary of the Lonar crater and the crater object detected gives a complete shape of the crater, the 

boundary growing upto the rim structure of the crater.  
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 5.14 Crater and Crater Boundary Detection Using Marker Based Watershed Segmentation 
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5.3.1.4. Attribute Measurement Using Moment Measures 

The attributes of the craters calculated using the moment measure is listed in the table 5.10 and 5.11. The 

attributes are calculated using both the watershed and histogram based segmentation. The orientation of 

the impact crater (Lonar crater) of both the segmented crater objects is shown below in Figure 5.15 (a) 

and (b). 

 
Table 5.10 Attributes of the Crater Object Delineated Using Histogram based Segmentation 

Crater 
ID 

Area (in 
km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major Axis 
Length(km) 

Minor Axis 
Length(km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter 

in km 

1 4.8 0.68 2.97 2.16 14 
X:19˚ 58‘ 38‖ N 
Y: 76˚ 31‘ 28 E 

2.57 

 

Table 5.11 Attributes of the Crater Object Delineated Using Marker based Watershed Segmentation 

Crater 
ID 

Area (in 
km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major Axis 
Length(km) 

Minor Axis 
Length(km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter 

in km 

1 1.896 0.66 1.82 1.35 7 
X: 19˚ 58’ 10” N 
Y: 76˚  31’ 6”  E 

1.59 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       

       

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.15 Orientation for the best Fit Ellipse of Lonar Crater Extracted Using Different Segmentation Techniques 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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5.3.2. The crater and crater boundary detection using Slope image of Lonar Crater 

5.3.2.1. Watershed Segmentation 

The slope image has been used in this part of the research for delineating the crater boundary of Lonar 

Crater. The Figure 5.16 shows the crater boundary and the crater object detected.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.16: Crater Boundary and Crater Object Detection of the Slope Image of Lonar Crater using Marker Based 
Watershed Segmentation 

5.3.2.2. Attribute Measurement Using Moment Measures 

The attributes of the craters calculated using the moment measure is listed in the table 5.12. The attributes 

are calculated using the marker controlled watershed segmentation. The orientation of the slope based 

crater object has been estimated as shown in Figure 5.15 (c).  

 
Table 5.12 Attributes of the Crater Object Delineated Using Marker based Watershed Segmentation (SLOPE) 

Crater 
ID 

Area (in 
km2) 

Eccentricity 
Major Axis 
Length(km) 

Minor Axis 
Length(km) 

Orientation Centroid 
Diameter 

in km 

1 2.08 0.62 1.86 1.46 22 
X: 19˚ 58’ 30” N 
Y: 76˚ 31’ 18 E 1.66 

 

5.3.2.3. Accuracy Assessment  

The accuracy of delineated Crater boundaries for the Lonar crater has been estimated by using the ground 

reference data (GCP) and the Landsat TM data for Lonar Crater. All the boundaries estimated have been 

overlaid (by digitization) on the Image and the original boundary of the crater has also been digitized using 
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the GCP reference data as shown in Figure 5.17. The RMSE has been calculated based on the difference 

between the GCP point based original boundary and the estimated boundaries using the segmentation 

methods. 

 

 
Figure 5.17 Crater Boundaries Overlaid on the Original Image 

                                                                   Table 5.13 Legend of Figure 5.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The RMSE of the crater boundaries based on segmentation methods have been shown below in tables 

5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. 

 

Table 5.14 RMSE Calculated for Crater Boundary Delineated Using Histogram Based Segmentation (DEM) 

RMSE 87.97 meters 

 Field Work based Crater 

Boundary 

 Crater Boundary (Marker 

Controlled Watershed 

Segmentation on Slope 

Image) 

 Crater Boundary (Histogram 

Based Segmentation ) 

 Crater Boundary (Marker 

Controlled Watershed 

Segmentation on DEM) 

 GCP  
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Table 5.15 RMSE Calculated for Crater Boundary Delineated Using Marker Controlled Watershed Segmentation 
(DEM) 

RMSE 64.4 meters 

 
 

Table 5.16 RMSE Calculated for Crater Boundary Delineated Using Marker Controlled Watershed Segmentation 
(Slope) 

RMSE 97.76 meters 

 

5.4. Discussion  

In this research work, the method for detecting and delineating the precise crater boundaries of the 

Martian and terrestrial crater has been presented. The actual data used in this research work is the DEM 

and the Slope derived from the DEM. Thus the algorithm performs on the gray scale intensities and the 

transitions of these intensities from pixel to pixel which represents or describes the topographical surface. 

The DEM and the Slope image when used, the boundaries can be much more efficiently detected in 

comparison to that of the images. The algorithm when used with DEM and slope gives precise boundaries 

which are of main interest for scientific studies in the field of lunar and planetary science as it helps in 

characterizing the crater using its properties.  

 

The segmentation methods used in this work when applied to the DEM and slope image give slight 

variations in the resulting boundaries of the crater. The histogram based segmentation technique has 

performed efficiently with the DEM by extracting and detecting the crater object from the background. It 

distributes the frequency of the image  (attribute value i.e. the height values) into different classes and 

based on the threshold it groups the entire crater as it has higher frequency values in comparison to that 

of the background information of the crater. Contrary to this, when histogram based segmentation 

technique applies to the slope image it does not give the desirable results. The gradient image represents 

change in slope values therefore the values in the centre of the crater were similar to the values lying at the 

background. Therefore when the frequency classes were grouped into two objects the central part of 

crater was grouped in the background class instead of foreground object (crater). The marker controlled 

watershed segmentation performs equally well with both the DEM and slope image. The concept of 

watershed using markers is to grow a region (object) from the minimum valued pixels and to the 

maximum valued pixels connected together based on neighbourhood connectivity function. The slight 

variations in the delineated boundaries of the crater are due the difference in the location of the maximum 

valued pixels of DEM and slope image. The maximum values in the DEM are found at the crater rim 

whereas in the slope image it depends upon location of pixels where the change of slope is maximum. 

Usually that is the case when the transition of pixels values is from the crater rim to the ejecta blanket 

where it shows the steep slope change conditions. 

 

The crater tool detects and delineates the crater boundary by using the semi-automated procedure which is 

based on the two or three point digitization. It draws the best fit circle based on these two or three points. 

The crater tool is very helpful if large number of craters needs to be detected and the circular boundary 

needs to be extracted along with its parameters. However, it has its own limitations of inducing errors due 

to manual detection and digitization of points on the crater image. Therefore out of the three 

segmentation technique used in this research work marker controlled watershed segmentation technique 

has proved to be more efficient when applied to both the DEM and the slope image. 
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The crater attributes estimated using moment measures are very useful when applied on the segmented 

crater objects from the segmentation methods used in this research work. The estimated attributes varies 

due to the variations in the delineated boundaries of the craters. In the Figure 5.18, 5.18 and 5.20 the bar 

graphs depict the differences between the estimated attributes when estimated on slope and DEM. 

 

 
Figure 5.18 Area of the Craters 

 
 

Figure 5.19  Major Axis Lengths 
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Figure 5.20 Minor Axis Lengths 

The moment measures when used for measuring the attributes of craters have been compared with 

reference catalogue of the Mars (MA 130301 GT). Thus, the Figure 5.21 shows the Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) of the attributes measured using the crater objects extracted using the segmentation 

techniques. Therefore moment measures as regional descriptors have been quiet efficient in the case of 

crater measurements. The RMSE for centroid location with that of the reference catalogue could not be 

done as there is a systematic shift in the longitudinal values (Datum Transform Shift). However the 

latitudinal values are very close to that of the catalogue. 

 
Figure 5.21 RMSE of Attributes (Diameter in km) 
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The eccentricity of the craters when compared shows similar results with minor differences. The values 

obtained indicates that the Martian craters are not exactly circular in shape, however the results are very 

close to zero which depicts that the craters shapes are very close to being circular. The orientation of the 

impact craters shows results with slight variations which can be due to the irregularities and difference in 

the delineated boundaries.  

The Figure 5.21 shows the RMSE in the measurements of the crater attributes which ranges from 1.62 km 

to 0.51 km. It depicts how efficient the moment measure method is for this research work. The RMSE is 

least for crater attributes estimated from the crater object segmented using the marker controlled 

watershed segmentation on the slope image. Hence, explaining the importance and utility of the slope i.e. 

terrain derivative derived from DEM for segmenting the crater boundary.  

 

The portability of the algorithm to detect and delineate the crater boundaries have been tested on the 

Lonar crater (terrestrial crater). The performance of the algorithm on DEM and Slope delineates the crater 

boundary based on the crater objects extracted using segmentation techniques. Crater tool has been used 

and gives the circular boundary of crater, however the Lonar crater is a degraded structure and the exact 

boundary cannot be assumed as circular shape. The algorithm is very useful on the terrestrial crater as they 

are studied individually and the results can be validated using the ground reference data (field data). The 

attributes measured by moment measures shows variation in the measurements which is due to the 

different delineated boundary shapes. The Figure 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 shows the graphs representing these 

variations in the measurements. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.22 Area of the Lonar Crater 
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Figure 5.23 : Major Axis Lengths (Lonar Crater) 

 

 
Figure 5.24 Minor Axis Lengths (Lonar Crater) 

The eccentricity of the Lonar crater has been estimated by moment measures for the different 

segmentation techniques and depicts that crater shape is close to the shape of an ellipse, as the values are 

close to one. The orientation of the Lonar crater for all the three segmented crater objects is very similar 

and has an orientation towards north east direction.  

To assess the efficiency of these attributes and the delineated crater boundary, the RMSE has been 

calculated by taking the reference data (GCP) and crater boundaries overlaid on the image along with the 

original boundary drawn using the reference data. The Figure 5.25 shows the RMSE of the estimated 
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boundaries with reference to the GCP showing that the crater boundaries delineated using marker 

controlled watershed segmentation gives the least RMSE. The research work by Maloof et al [13] and the 

earth impact databases by planetary and science centre [59] have estimated the approximated diameter of 

the Lonar crater to be 1.88 km and the calculated diameter of the Lonar crater in this research work also 

comes out to be approximately 2.97 km, 1.59 km and 1.66 km based on the segmented crater objects by 

histogram based segmentation (DEM), marker controlled watershed segmentation (DEM) and marker 

controlled watershed segmentation (slope image) respectively.  
 

 
Figure 5.25 RMSE Estimated for Delineated Crater Boundaries (Lonar Crater) Using Different Segmentation 

Techniques 

5.5. The utility of crater attributes for understanding the nature of impact. 

The attributes of the impact crater are very useful for currently ongoing research on the effects of cosmic 

impact events on earth and other planets and understanding the nature of impact deciphering the 

geological history of the planets and their evolution. 

The attribute estimated in this work can be used for estimating the characteristics of the impact crater and 

also the impactor causing the impact. The estimated best fit ellipse and its measurements includes major 

and minor axis which can be used for estimating the projectiles (impactor) diameter and size. The impact 

crater and the impactor have a general relationship of 1:20 ratio which relates to the crater diameter to 

projectile diameter [60]. From the size of the crater, mass of the crater can be estimated which can be used 

along with the velocity of the impactor to estimate the kinetic energy released at the time of impact. This 

information can be used for understanding the devastating effect of the impact on the planet. The 

orientation of the ellipse can also help in estimating the angle of impact which can be further used to 

understand the characteristics of the crater i.e. whether it is a circular feature or elliptical structure. All 

these attributes can tell us a lot about the impact and global effects causing ecosystem (of planets) 

instability, discharge of enormous amount of gas and dust to the upper atmosphere leading to the green 

house effects and blockage of sunlight, the spread of the ejecta also causes extensive wildfires which leads 

to the heating of the atmosphere, tsunamis caused by seismic sea waves etc [60] 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

6.1. Conclusions 

The research work presents an algorithm for precisely detecting and delineating the crater boundaries 

using the DEM. Previous research work by Bue and Stepinsky [3] explored the possibility of using terrain 

derivative for detecting the craters along with the DEM. The attempt has been made in this work by 

taking the terrain derivative (slope) and DEM for delineating the crater boundaries. 

 

The delineation of the precise crater boundaries has been done by using the segmentation technique 

which includes a simple technique of histogram based thresholding, region growing segmentation method 

by marker controlled watershed segmentation and by using a semi automated tool ‗Crater tool‘  by 

providing a set of points (typically three) along the periphery of the crater. The boundaries delineated 

match well with that of the original crater structure in comparison to that of the circular boundaries 

detection method used in the previous research works. The boundaries delineated using marker controlled 

watershed on the slope data gave the most similar shape to that of the impact craters. The impact craters 

boundaries by marker controlled watershed segmentation gives quiet irregular boundaries but the shape of 

the crater boundary matches the inner rim structure of the impact crater whereas the histogram based 

segmentation gives smoother boundaries and has the similar shape to that of the inner rim structure of the 

impact crater.  Accuracy of these boundaries has been assessed using the reference catalogue of Mars (MA 

130301 GT).  

 

The moment measure techniques have been used in this work for obtaining the shape attributes of the 

crater. These crater shapes or the crater objects have been extracted using the segmentation techniques 

mentioned above. The attributes which are eccentricity, area, lengths of the two axes, centroid location 

and orientation angle of the crater have been estimated. The RMSE has been calculated for these 

attributes in order to verify the accuracy of these attributes. Based on the RMSE values calculated the 

marker controlled watershed segmentation used on the slope image gives the accuracy of the attributes 

closest to that of the Martian Catalogue used for reference. 

 

The algorithm developed for detecting the crater boundaries has also been applied on the terrestrial crater 

i.e. Lonar crater to test its portability. The DEM has been generated by InSAR processing of SAR tandem 

pair. The average coherence of the InSAR data pair is high (0.7-0.8) which along with a reasonably high 

spatial baseline permits to generate a high quality DEM. The segmentation methods and crater tool have 

been applied and the attributes have been estimated in the same way it is done for Martian craters. The 

delineated crater boundaries of the Lonar crater indicate an elliptical structure of the crater. The 

eccentricity calculated for the crater gives values close to one which indicated that the shape of the crater 

is close to the shape of an ellipse. The RMSE calculated for the boundaries delineated indicates that the 

marker controlled watershed segmentation when used with DEM gives the most efficient results. The 

diameter estimated for the Lonar crater using the major and minor axis also indicates the marker 

controlled watershed segmentation (1.66 km diameter) to be more accurate showing similar values to 

those in the research work by Maloof et al [13] and information given in the earth impact database ( 1.88 

km in diameter) [59].  
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6.2. Recommendations  

The algorithm developed gives precise boundaries however the results can be improved by removing the 

noise from the DEM. The noise component in the DEM of Mars is due to the other existing landforms 

which are eroded or degraded by active erosional agents. The crater boundaries along with crater attributes 

are very useful for lunar and planetary science research works, however if the ejecta blanket can also be 

delineated with the crater boundary it will be a very useful component for understanding the nature of 

impact and the characteristics of the impact crater. It is also proposed to carry out further work on 

topographic data using various segmentation techniques which give results in three dimensional form 

from which the depth values can be extracted which is an important parameter in crater studies.  

The other terrain derivatives should be explored checking their compatibility with different segmentation 

techniques such that the crater rims are highlighted and precise boundaries are delineated.  
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